
NISSAN NV200
ACCESSORIES
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1/BUMPER CORNER PROTECTION(38) Safeguards 
vulnerable bumper corners against scu�s and scrapes.  

2/14" ALLOY WHEEL(09)  
Enhance NV200’s styling with this elegant wheel.

3/MUDGUARDS(42/43)  
Extra protection for bodywork, particularly against stone chips.

4/BODY SIDE MOULDINGS(39)  
Resilient mouldings that resist damage during parking and loading.

5/ROOF RACK(14)  
Strongly built for long life, with a useful 100kg carrying capacity.

6/FRENCH DOOR(62) AND SLIDING DOOR 
PROTECTION GRILLE(64)  
Provides extra security for your valuable cargo.  
Makes it di�cult for a would-be thief to see in or break in.

7/FRENCH DOOR PROTECTION CLADDING(41)  
Fits to the base of the doors, where they’re most likely to sustain knocks.

8/SIDE BAR(45)
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EXTERIOR PROTECTION AND STYLING

NV200 is distinctive and good-looking, and it makes sense to keep it that way, to project a better image 

for your business and protect its resale value. These accessories are specifically designed to keep 

NV200 smart and secure, even against the knocks of a hard working life.

1/14" ALLOY WHEEL(09) A very distinctive addition.

2/14" WHEEL COVER(10) Cost-e�ective yet stylish.

3/LOCKABLE WHEEL NUTS(11) Secure your alloy wheels against theft.

4/BODY SIDE MOULDINGS(39) AND SIDE BAR(45) Tough protection and an extra styling touch for your NV200.

5/MUDGUARD(42) Robust and durable. Available for the front and rear. 

6&7/FRONT AND REAR BUMPER CORNER PROTECTION(38) A neat and e�ective shield against those inevitable everyday knocks, 
especially when parking and in busy streets. Compatible with Front parking system and Rear parking system. 
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NV200 has remarkable load space; for its compact overall size, no van can beat it. For those occa-

sions when you need even more than 4.1m3 cargo capacity, Nissan can support your needs with a 

specific Loading and Towing Genuine Accessory range. It does comply with all the European Safety 

standards under the 3 year warranty (or 100. 000 km)*.

LOADING & TOWING

1/BUMPER CORNER PROTECTION(38) 

Safeguards vulnerable bumper corners against scu�s and scrapes.  

2/WHEEL COVER(10) 

3/BODY SIDE MOULDINGS(39)  
Resilient mouldings that resist damage during parking and loading.

4/LOADCARRIER THREE BARS(13)  
The same size as the two bar version, but even more useful; its extra 
transverse bar means it can accommodate heavier loads up to 90kg.

5/SIDE BAR(45)

* When customer purchases accessories in the mean time with the vehicle.

1 2
1/REMOVABLE TOWBAR(28)* Make the most of your NV200’s towing ability. All of these options let you 
take full advantage of NV200’s 1.100kg towing capacity. Choose between the �xed towbar**, �anged towbar*** or 

removeable towbar***. 

2/LOADCARRIER STEEL TWO BARS(12) This sturdy steel loadcarrier has a carrying capacity of 60kg, and can accept most 
Nissan loadcarrier accessories such as load stops. 

* When the towbar is removed, place the cap on the �xed part to prevent mud or dirt entering the towbar aperture.
** Not compatible with Rear parking system.
*** Compatible with Rear parking system only if ball removed.
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INTERIOR UTILITY

NV200 is a great load carrier with a surprisingly big internal space. It’s easy to protect that space, using 

a range of durable plastic panels specially designed to protect the load space walls, floor, wheel arches 

and doors. 

Though tough, they are light weight, so unlike traditional wooden panels they have virtually no impact on 

NV200’s carrying capacity, with minimal intrusion on the load space. 

1 5
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1/PLASTIC FLOOR PROTECTION FOR VAN(74) Rugged, easy to clean and with an anti-slide surface that helps keep your 
cargo in place. 

2/UTILITY HOOK(76) AND SIDE RAIL(75) Useful accessories that �x securely to the side wall of NV200, for attaching ropes to 
secure cargo. 

3/MATS(49/50/51/52/53) Keep the cockpit carpet clean with these rubber or textile �oor mats. The �oor mats feature a neatly stitched NV200 logo, are tailored 
to �t precisely and include �xings so they stay in place (can be easily removed for cleaning). 

4/CARGO PLASTIC PROTECTION FOR FRENCH DOOR WITHOUT WINDOW(66), REAR PANEL(72) AND 
WHEEL ARCH(73) These durable plastic panels are part of a range developed to protect virtually all the interior load space. Lighter than wood panels and 
slim enough not to intrude on the load space, they’re tough, easy to clean and provide smart and very e�ective protection. 

5/MULTI-PARTITION NET(77) This ingenious storage net can be used in four di�erent positions, to keep loads apart and to carry light loads up to 
10kg. It’s attached by a system bar and utility hook, both available separately. Here it’s being used to create extra load space, as a roof net. 

6/THE MULTI-PARTITION NET(77) in this picture, attached at �oor level to help keep loads in place (up to 10kg). 

7/THE MULTI-PARTITION NET(77) here, attached at waist height, to hold light loads up to 5kg and also help to conceal any goods on the �oor. 
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SECURITY & COMFORT

Nissan Genuine accessories make the NV200 even easier to use. 

Parking systems take the effort out of getting into small spaces.  

A range of interior accessories add to your comfort and help keep 

everything conveniently in place, so there are no loose items to 

distract you when driving.
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The Rear Parking System(25) sensors activate automatically when you engage reverse gear. An audible signal 
increases in frequency as you get closer to an obstacle, until a continuous tone warns you to stop*. A Front Parking System(23)  
is also available. Door protection cladding is available to protect  NV200’s hatchback or French rear doors. 

* Compatible with removable and �anged towbars only if ball removed. Not compatible with �xed towbar.

1/INTERIOR LITTER BIN(55) With two 
compartments. Clips to the door pocket and takes your 
rubbish until you can dispose of it later. 

2/SMOKER’S KIT(46/47) Consists of the nomadic 
ashtray, which �ts in any of NV200’s drinks holders, and a cigarette lighter for 
use in the existing power socket. 

3/TELEPHONE CUP HOLDER(56) A smart solution for storing 
your phone, iPod or MP3 player as well as pens and parking tickets, this neat 
accessory with its integrated note pad just slots into the cup holder. 

4/SAFETY KIT(04/05/06/07/08) All the essentials for dealing with 
emergencies on the road.

5/ALARM(01) Keeps NV200 out of reach with a Nissan Genuine Alarm.
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SERVICES & MAINTENANCE

The NV200 is precision built from quality materials to provide a 

long, dependable service life. You can make sure you enjoy a 

perfect working partnership with NV200 by extending our  

standard manufacturer’s 3-year, 100,000km warranty to cover  

an even longer period and greater distance. See below for an 

overview of the benefits.

Enjoy peace of mind with superior benefits and protection.

Nissan Service Plans are the most economical and convenient way to ensure that 
your Nissan benefits from the service it deserves and is covered against 
unforeseen repairs. It offers good value for money, as a well-maintained vehicle 
typically has a higher residual value.

Two key products have been designed exclusively for your NV200: 

>Maintenance+: a package that follows the Nissan recommended maintenance 
schedule (based on time or mileage), to ensure that your NV200 is always 
maintained in optimum condition, for reliability and to keep running costs low.

>Nissan 5*: Our Extended Warranty for New Vehicles, designed to provide you 
with ongoing protection from mechanical and electrical failures after our original 
manufacturer’s warranty has expired.

For more information, contact your local authorised Nissan dealer.

SAFETY / SECURITY
ALARM SYSTEMS
(01)   Alarm kit
(02)   Level sensor
(03)   Thatcham alarm subkit

EMERGENCY
(04)   Warning triangle
(05)   Warning triangle (double kit) 
(06)   First aid kit (hard plastic box)
(07)   First aid kit (soft bag)
(08)   Safety jacket x1

EXTERIOR STYLING
ALLOY WHEELS
(09)   14" Alloy wheel
(10)   14" Wheel cover
(11)   Lockable wheel nuts

EXTERIOR UTILITY
LOADCARRIERS  
& ACCESSORIES*
(12)   Loadcarrier steel 2 bars
(13)   Loadcarrier steel 3 bars
(14)   Roof rack  

(French doors & hatch door)
(15)   Roof boxes**
(16)   Ski holder
(17)   Load stops (4 pieces)
(18)   Luggage rack Aluminium 79x128 

for loadcarrier steel  
2 bars & 3 bars

(19)    Luggage rack black for 
loadcarrier steel 2 bars & 3 bars

(20)   Bicycle carrier, x1 bicycle
(21)   High grade bicycle carrier  

(Thule 591)
(22)   Ski/Snowboard carrier, slidable 

6 pair

To make sure your NV200 will e�ciently and reliably 
perform alongside its service time, only use  
NISSAN GENUINE PARTS(83 - 90 & 94).  

A full range of services parts are made 
available for replacement, strictly 
designed in line with Nissan Original 
Standards. Your Nissan Dealer will be 
pleased to help. 

PARK SYSTEMS
(23)   Front parking system
(24)   Extension cable for rear parking 

system
(25)   Rear parking system

TOWBAR & ACCESSORIES
(26)   Fixed towbar
(27)   Flanged towbar
(28)   Removable towbar
(29)   7 pins TEK
(30)   13 pins TEK
(31)   Adapter cable 7-pins car to 13-pins
(32)   Adapter cable 13-pins to 7-pins
(33)   Towbar Bicycle Carrier 7 Pins
(34)   Towbar Bicycle Carrier 13 pins
(35)   Jaw & Pin coupling
(36)   Jaw & Pin & Ball coupling
(37)   Safety clamp standard

PROTECTION
(38)   Bumper protection set  

(4 pieces)
(39)   Body side mouldings
(40)   Hatchback door protection 

cladding
(41)   French door protection 

cladding
(42)   Mudguards front set
(43)   Mudguards rear set

UTILITY
(44)   Wind de�ector front set 
(45)   Side bar

INTERIOR UTILITY

SMOKER KIT
(46)   Nomadic ashtray
(47)   Cigarette lighter
(48)   Adapter ring for Cigarette lighter

MATS
(49)   Rubber mats set, Combi 

version
(50)   Rubber mats set, Van version
(51)   Standard mats set, Van version
(52)   Standard mats set, Combi 

version
(53)   Velour mats set, Combi 

version
(54)   Soft trunk liner, Combi version

STORAGE
(55)   Litter bin
(56)   Telephone cup holder
(57)   Seat back organiser kit
(58)   Storage net, vertical
(59)   Rear center armrest
(60)   Luggage net, horizontal

AUDIO
(61)   Clarion aftermarket range**

CARGO
PROTECTION
(62)   French doors protection grilles
(63)   Rear hatch door protection grille
(64)   Sliding door protection grille
(65)   Interior separation window 

protection grille
(66)   Cargo plastic protection for 

french door without window 
(4 pieces)

(67)   Cargo plastic protection for 
french door with window 
(2 pieces)

(68)   Cargo plastic protection for 
hatchback door without window 
(4 pieces)

(69)   Cargo plastic protection for 
hatchback door with window  
(2 pieces)

(70)   Cargo plastic protection for 
sliding door without window  
(4 pieces)

(71)   Cargo plastic protection for sliding 
door with window (2 pieces)

(72)   Cargo plastic protection for 
rear panel (4 pieces)

(73)   Cargo wheel arch plastic 
protection kit (2 pieces)

(74)    Plastic �oor protection for Van 
version

UTILITY
(75)   Side rail (2 pieces)
(76)    Utility hook (1 unit)
(77)    Multi-partition net
(78)   System bars for multi partition net

PARTS
WIPERBLADES
(79)  Wiperblades Rear hatch door
(80)  Wiperblades Rear French door
(81)  Wiperblades Driver
(82)  Wiperblades Assist

OILS & COOLANT
(83)   Motor Oil 5W40 1L
(84)   Motor Oil 5W30 DPF
(85)   Motor Oil 10W40 1L
(86)   Coolant 1L concentrate
(87)   Coolant 1L premix
(88)   Brake �uid (DOT4) 1L
(89)   Matic-D 1L
(90)   Manual transmission oil  

75W80 1L
(91)   Coded locks (W11)

BATTERIES
(92)  Battery petrol engine
(93)  Battery diesel engine

BULBS & FUSES
(94)  Bulb & fuse kit

* For Loadcarrier’s accessories, not compatible with roof rack. ** Please ask your dealer for more information. 

ORDERING PAGE
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SHIFT_  

Every effort has been made to ensure that the content of this publication is correct at the time of going to press (November 2009). This brochure has been produced featuring prototype vehicles exhibited at motor shows. In accordance with the 
company’s policy of continuously improving its products, Nissan Europe reserves the right to change at any time the specification and the vehicles described and shown in this publication. Nissan dealers will be informed of any such 
modifications as quickly as possible. Please check with your local Nissan dealer to receive the most up-to-date information. Because of the limitations of the printing processes used, the colours shown in this brochure may differ slightly from the 
actual colours of the paint and interior trim materials used. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or part of this brochure without the written permission of Nissan Europe is forbidden. 

This brochure is made from chlorinefree paper – 11/2009 – Printed in EU. 
Created by CREAPRESS/BBDO France – Tel.: +33 1 41 23 40 40 and produced by E-GRAPHICS\FRANCE. France – Tel.: +33 1 49 09 25 35

the way you move

Dealer stamp:
Visit our website at: 

We see SHIFT_ as an invitation. To challenge whatever feels too familiar. To open your 
mind to the unfamiliar. To ask the questions no one else is asking. And to find answers no 
one else can. At Nissan, we do this every day. And it shapes everything we do. The result is 
a line-up of vehicles that represents a pure, uncompromising shift from the ordinary.

NISSAN GENUINE PARTS
Quality, safety and performance: Nissan Genuine Parts guarantee your complete driving 
experience over time and distance. Environmentally-friendly, state-of-the-art, equipment 
specifically designed for your Nissan, available at your Nissan dealer. You can always trust 
Nissan to look after your Nissan. 
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